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SECTION A  (ANSWER ALL QUESTION)
Numerous observers have described womens speech as being different from that of men. (We 
should observe immeidately the bias inherent in that observation, since it uses mens speech as 
the norm against which womens speech is judged). We could just as well ask how mens speech 
differs from that of women, but investigators have not usually gone about the task of looking at 
differences in that way)

In the linguistic lierature perhaps the most famous example of linguistic differentiation 
between the sexes is said to occur in the Lesser Antilles of the West Indies among the Carib 
Indians. Male and female Caribs are said to speak different languages, the result of a long-ago 
conquest in which a group of invading Carib-speaking men killed the local Arawak-speaking 
women are sometimes described as having different languages for men and women. There are, 
for examples, differences in the genders ascribed to abstract nouns, with these treated 
grammatically as feminine by males and masculine by females. The differences actually do not 
result in two separate or different languages, but rather one language with noticeable sex based 
characteristics (Taylor, 1951b). Further investigations of other languages show as that these 
kinds of difference between men and women are really quite widespread.The interesting 
question is why this should be so. (Ronald Wardhaugh, An Introduction to Socio-Linguistics).

Answer the following questions using the passage above:
1. Summarize in what sentence the first parapgraph.
2. Give the passage a title
3. Summarize the following in one concise sentence:

(a) In the linguistic literature perhaps the most famous example of linguistic 
differentiation between the sexes is said to occur in the Lesser Antilles of the 

West Indies among the Carib Indians.
(b) The descendants of these Carib-speaking men and Arawak-speaking women are 

some times described as having different languages for men and women. There 
are, for example, differences in the genders ascribed to abstract 
nouns, with these treated grammatically as feminine by male and 
masculine by females.

2. Captain Winter bottoms steward, John Nwodika, was told to escort the two policemen 
to 

Umuaro as he had done for the messenger. But in his mind, he had sworn never again to 
take a representative of gorment to his home clan. His resolve was strengthened 

in this case when he got to know that the two policemen would be armed with a warrant 
of arrest and handcuffs for the chief priest of Ulu. But since he could not turn 
round and say to his master, No, I shall not go, he agreed to go,but made other plans. 
Consequently, when the two policemen came for him for the crow 
of the first cock, they found him 

shivering from a sudden attack of Iba. Wrapped up in an old blanket which 
CaptainWinter bottom had given him for the child his wife delivered four months 
ago, John managed with great effort to whisper a few directions to the men. Once 
they were in Umuaro, he said, any suckling child could show them Ezeulus 
house. The turned out to be literally true.

The two men entered Umuaro at the time of the morning meal. Soon, met a man 
carrying a pot of plam wine and stopeed him. Where is Ezeulus house? asked the 
leadere, Corporal Mathew Nweke. The man looked suspiciously at the uniformed 
strangers.Ezeulu, he said, after a long time in which he had seemed to research his 
memory; Which Ezeulu?

How many Ezeulus t\do you know? asked the corporal irritably. How many Ezeulus do 
l know? repeated the man after him. I dont know any  Ezeulu. why did you ask me 
which 

Ezeulu if you dont know any?

Why did l ask you .......... Shut up! Blood up! Blood fool! shouted the policemen in 
English

I say I dont know any Ezeulu. I am a stranger here!

Two other people they stopped spoke in more or less same fashion. One of them 
egvensaid that the only Ezeulu he knew was a man of Umofia, a whole days journey 
in the direction of the surnrise.

The two policemen were not in die least surprised. The only way to make people talk 
was by frightening them. But they had been warned by the European officer 
against using violence and threats and in particular they were not to use the 
handcuffs unless the fellow resisted.This was why they had shown 
so much restraint but now they were convinced that unless they did something 
drastic they might wander around Unuaro till sunset without ever finding Ezeulus 
house. So they slapped the next man they saw when he tried to be 

evasive. To drive the point home they also showed him the handcuffs. This brought the 
desired result. He asked the men to follow him.
He took them to the approaches of the compound they were looking for and pointed at 

it.
It is not our custom, he told the policemen, to show our neighbours creditors the way to 

his
hut. So, I cannot enter with you.this was a reasonable request and the policemen 

released him. He ran away as fast as he could so that the inmates of the compound 
might not catch as much as a glimpse of his escaping back.

The policemen marched into the hut and found an old woman,chewing her tootless 
gums. She peered at them hi obvious fright and did not seem to remember her own 
name.

Fortunately, a little boy came in at that moment with a small piece of potshered to take 
burning coals to his mother for making a fire. It was this boy who took the men around 

the bend of the footpath to Ezeulus compound. As soon as he went out with them, 
the old woman picked up her stick and hobbled over at an amzaing speed 
to his mothers hut to report her behaviour.Then she returned to her hut - much 
more slowly, curved behind her straight stick. Her name was Nwanyieke, a childless 
widow.Soon after she got back, she heard the boy, Obielue crying.

Except from Effective English Book 3. Unit 7 pp. 80-81).

Comprehension questions
Read the following passage carefully and answer the following questions.
(i) Which way did Nwodika was not able to take the policeman to Umuaro?

(ii) What is the relationship between the attitude of Nwodika and the first three people the 
policemen met at Umuaro?

(iii) What made Nwodika pretended to be sick?

SECTION B
1. Expatiate jargon and colloquial expressions

2. (a) What is a report?

(b) Highlight the organization of a report

3. (a) What is comprehension?

(b) Highlight the tips of answering a comprehension passage

4. (a) What is register?

(b) Elucidate the various kinds ofregister

(c) Explain mode,field and tenor of discourse.
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